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Abstract

The notions of ‘‘situation’’ and ‘‘situation awareness’’ have been formulated by many authors in various contexts. In this paper, we
present a formalization of situations that is compatible with the interpretation of situation awareness in terms of human awareness as
well as the situation theory of Barwise and Devlin. The purpose of this paper is to capture the situation theory of Barwise in terms of an
OWL ontology. This allows one to express situations in a commonly supported language with computer processable semantics. The
paper provides a description of the classes and the properties in the ontology, and illustrates the formalization with some simple
examples.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Situation awareness was envisioned as the main part of
Level 2 processing in the JDL model [1,2]. But only
recently has it become the center of attention for informa-
tion fusion research. As is typical with a new field of
research, various studies on this subject have contributed
results that are difficult to integrate into one coherent con-
ceptual structure. In other words, the field of situation
awareness needs a unifying framework that would play
the role of a common theory integrating various research
efforts.

Situation awareness research can be classified by the
subject that performs this process – human or computer.
For human situation awareness, the model proposed by
Endsley [3] has been more or less accepted by the informa-
tion fusion community. Moreover, this model has been
used in various studies as a justification for structuring
the computer-supported situation awareness process.

While the human situation awareness model has been
grounded in various studies of cognitive science, the com-
puter situation awareness process still lacks a more system-
atic treatment. Moreover, the difference between human
and computer processing is that the human situation
awareness process needs to be measured and possibly sup-
ported, which is the main focus of Endsley’s research, while
the computer process needs to be defined and implemented.

Clearly it is necessary to develop unambiguous specifica-
tions, designs and implementations of situation awareness
processes. One of the trends in this direction that became
prevalent in recent years is that of using ontology-based
computing as a paradigm on which to develop computer
based situation awareness processes (cf. [4–14]). Although
all of these efforts are based on ontologies as the main rep-
resentational structure, they lack commonality in the reper-
toire of concepts used in the analysis and the synthesis of
situation awareness processing.

Artificial intelligence (AI) has dealt with a notion of
‘‘context’’, which, according to [15], stands for the same
concept as ‘‘situation’’. This line of AI research was started
by McCarthy, cf. [16] and is still an active research
field. The main idea of the AI approach is to introduce a
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predicate, isp(c,p), that explicitly states the fact that the
proposition p is true in the context c.

Sowa in his book [17] provides both a historical over-
view of the AI treatment of context and an approach to
representing contexts (situations) in the formalism of con-

ceptual graphs [18,19]. Conceptual graphs are patterned
upon existential graphs developed by Charles S. Peirce.
Similarly to McCarthy’s approach, Sowa introduces a
description predicate, dscr(x,p), which captures the fact that
the entity x is described by the proposition p. When the
entity is a situation, then the proposition p describes that
situation. This predicate is then used to state facts that hold
in a given situation. Conceptual graphs are representable in
a graphical form that is more human friendly than a com-
puter-readable form called Conceptual Graph Interchange
Form (CGIF).

The principal goal of this paper is to formalize the main
concepts of situation awareness using a language that is
both processable by computer and commonly supported.
To achieve this goal, we first need to identify appropriate
concepts that can be classified as part of the situation
awareness domain. We have already mentioned a number
of such concepts provided by Endsley [3]. Another source
of information on situation awareness is the situation the-
ory developed by Barwise and Perry [20–22], which was
subsequently extended by Devlin [23]. Since the concepts
of situation theory encompass most of the concepts dis-
cussed by Endsley, and since situation theory is described
in a more formal language, in this paper we first provide
a short overview of situation theory and then show how sit-
uation theory can be captured in a formal language with
computer-processable semantics.

Computer support for logic is a popular theme in com-
puter science, and there are many languages that have been
developed for this purpose. Moreover, situation theory has
already been expressed in terms of some existing logical
languages. However, few of these languages have even been
standardized, and fewer still are commonly supported by
popular software tools and systems. Currently, the only
languages that have such support are the languages of
the Semantic Web [24]: the Resource Description Frame-
work [25] and the Web Ontology Language [26], which is
based on RDF. OWL improves on RDF by adding many
new logical capabilities. One of the most important new
capability is the ability to define classes in terms of other
classes using a variety of class constructors such as unions,
intersections and property values. Accordingly, we have
chosen OWL as the language for formalizing situation the-
ory, and in this paper we give examples to show how the
reasoning techniques pioneered by Barwise and Devlin
can be mapped to OWL class constructors.

As mentioned above, situation theory has already been
expressed in terms of some existing languages. While the
argument in favor of OWL over these other languages is
reasonably compelling, it is still worthwhile to consider
some of the potential disadvantages of OWL relative to
the alternatives. Two of the most commonly mentioned

disadvantages of OWL are that it is wordy and unreadable.
In fact, the wordiness of OWL is only a disadvantage from
the point of view of people, not computers. To computers it
becomes a significant advantage. There are various lan-
guages for representing OWL, but all of them share com-
mon features such as self-description, decoupling of facts
from the containing document, and reduction to simple ele-
mentary statements. The first feature allows OWL to be
parsed by commonly available generic parsers such as the
ubiquitous XML parsers. The latter two features make it
much easier to store and manage OWL facts in databases.
These advantages easily outweigh the disadvantage of the
wordiness of OWL. Concerning the unreadability of the
XML representation of OWL, this is also only an issue
for people, not computers. It is expected that people would
usually neither read nor write OWL using the XML repre-
sentation. However, it is still necessary sometimes, so it
could be argued that some other language would be better.
To deal with this problem, a number of alternative OWL
syntaxes as well as GUIs have been developed that are
much more readable and succinct and that map directly
to the XML representation. The Abstract Syntax and N3
are two well known examples of syntaxes, and Protégé is
a well known example of a popular GUI and IDE that sup-
ports OWL. Furthermore, these notations and GUIs are
about as readable as possible given the requirement that
the notation be self-describing.

The OWL language has three levels that have progres-
sively richer semantics but are also progressively harder
to process. Since situation theory requires that one model
‘‘classes as instances’’, it is necessary to use the highest
OWL level, OWL Full. Furthermore, while OWL Full is
sufficient for nearly all concepts required by situation the-
ory, there are a few that even OWL Full cannot express.
Those concepts can be formalized using a computer-pro-
cessable rule language compatible with OWL such as
RuleML. The concepts expressed in OWL and the ones
expressed using rules together form a formal ontology for
situation awareness. Since the intent of our ontology is to
capture most of situation theory, we call it the Situation

Theory Ontology, or STO, for short.
Such an ontology can play the role of a unifying theory

of computer-based situation awareness. In this paper we
describe all the concepts in this ontology. One of our claims
is that STO is compatible with current thinking about sit-
uation awareness in the community. In particular, there
are clear relations between the concepts in this ontology
and Endsley’s model of human situation awareness [3].

While the ontology discussed in this paper has useful
characteristics, it is not complete, and experts in this field
might have somewhat different opinions on which concepts
should be included and how they should be represented.
An ontology is valuable only if the majority of the commu-
nity accepts its main concepts and structure. The most
important aspect of our proposal is that the ontology is
formally defined, i.e., it is expressed in a language with for-
mal semantics. This fact makes it possible to ground the
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discussion of the ontology in a precise and unambiguous
language.

The secondary goal of this paper is to indicate how the
STO can be used to develop situation awareness systems.
The major point of this part is that a significant amount
of flexibility can be achieved through the use of generic
ontology-based tools. To achieve the secondary goal, we
give examples of how the ontology based approach to sit-
uation awareness can be used. For this purpose we first
describe a simple example (somewhat similar to the one
used in Sowa’s book [17]) and show how that situation
can be represented. Then we show how automatic logical
inference can be carried out using the formal description
of the situation and of the ontology.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we dis-
cuss various meanings of ‘‘situation’’ and ‘‘situation aware-
ness.’’ In Section 3, we discuss Barwise’s situation theory
and how it is formalized by Devlin. In Section 4, we intro-
duce the STO based on the situation theory of Barwise.
Section 5 describes the example we use for explaining the
use of the ontological approach to situation awareness.
In Section 6, we show how situations related to the example
are represented in the ontology. Section 7 presents exam-
ples of how such an ontology can be used for developing
situation awareness systems. Finally, Section 8 discusses
conclusions as well as some issues that require further
research.

2. Situation and situation awareness

Although the notion of ‘‘situation awareness’’ is part of
the data fusion lexicon, cf. [27], this term has been used
with a number of different meanings. In this section, we
identify and discuss some of the most common interpreta-
tions of this concept and relate them both to the JDL Data
Fusion Model [28] and to the model of Endsley [3]. We use
Fig. 1 to support this discussion.

Fig. 1 shows four planes, each referring to a different
level of abstraction. The bottom layer shows the World,
i.e., the physical (or abstract) world that is the subject of

some inquiry. Although this figure suggests that the World
is associated with a geographical region, it actually does
not have to be so. It is just a symbolic depiction of the
things that give rise to a situation. These can be either
physical or conceptual things, or both.

To the right of the World plane, a human head depicts
the fact that situation awareness actually takes place in
the human’s brain. The human observes some aspects of
the World, and the human gets inputs from the computer,
as shown in the figure.

The next layer is denoted as ‘‘Perception.’’ The dots on
this plane represent objects from the World that are
observed through sensors and represented in computer
memory. The arrow from the World plane toward the
radar icon represents the sensory process, which then feeds
the computer, which in turn generates the object represen-
tations. The label ‘‘Perception’’ represents the fact that this
kind of representation is compatible with the output of the
Perception process in Endsley’s model [3]. In some discus-
sions of situation awareness this kind of representation is
considered to be the ‘‘situation,’’ i.e., some people consider
the situation to be the knowledge of all the objects in a spe-
cific area, and possibly their kinematic states.

This is not how this term is defined in dictionaries. For
instance, Webster Dictionary [29] defines ‘‘situation’’ as

1 a: the way in which something is placed in relation to
its surroundings.

Thus the emphasis in the dictionary definition is on rela-
tionships. The relations are viewed from the point of view
of a thing, and they capture how other things in the sur-
roundings of that thing are related to it; the thing is the fo-
cal object of the situation.

The JDL model [28] also recognizes the role of relations
as the basic feature of situations:

Situation Assessment: estimation and prediction of rela-
tions among entities, to include force structure and cross
force relations, communications and perceptual influ-
ences, physical context, etc.

In this paper, we consider this kind of situation. In
Fig. 1, this kind of notion of situation is represented by
the plane labeled as ‘‘Comprehension.’’ The lines that con-
nect some of the points represent the relations. Again, this
is just a view that symbolizes relations. Although the figure
shows only lines connecting pairs of points, i.e., only bin-
ary relations, in fact relations can relate more than two
objects. Moreover, the same set of objects can be related
by many different relations. The label ‘‘Comprehension’’
indicates that this representation maps to the Comprehen-
sion part in the Endsley’s model of situation awareness [3].

Note, however, that although the JDL model captures
the role that relations play in the definition of ‘‘situation,’’
it misses the essence of ‘‘awareness’’ in its formulation. For
instance, the term ‘‘aware’’ provided in Webster’s Dictio-
nary [29] is explained as:Fig. 1. Situations and perception.
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awareness implies vigilance in observing or alertness in
drawing inferences from what one experiences.

In other words, a subject is aware if the subject is capable
not only of observing some objects (experiences) but also of
drawing conclusions (inferences) from these observations.
The need for inference comes from the fact that not all
information comes explicitly through experience. This is
particularly true for relations. While it is typical that infor-
mation about objects (or at least their properties) can be
experienced, or observed directly, the relational informa-
tion must be inferred. This aspect of awareness seems to
be part (although not explicitly) of ‘‘comprehension’’ as de-
fined by Endsley [3].

The top layer of Fig. 1 shows the plane labeled ‘‘Projec-
tion.’’ This layer has a direct relationship with Endsley’s
model in which projection is defined as the capability of
anticipating future events and their implications.

The importance of relations and inference for situation
awareness can be easily observed in various scenarios in
which humans can be said to be aware (or not). For
instance, consider a scenario of watching a game, like
American football or baseball, by someone who has never
learned the rules and the strategies of these games.
Although the person can clearly see where each player is
and where the ball is, the person still has no idea of ‘‘what
is going on’’ and thus cannot claim to be ‘‘aware’’ of the
situation of the game being watched. The main part of
being aware is to be able to answer the question of ‘‘what’s
going on?’’ As this example shows, in order to be able to do
so, one needs to have data pertinent to the objects of inter-
est, some background knowledge that allows one to inter-
pret the collected object data and finally a capability for
drawing inferences.

The essence of experienced vs. inferred information can
also be expressed in formal terms. In mathematics, a rela-
tion is a subset of the Cartesian product of a number of
sets. For instance, the Cartesian product of two sets A
and B is the set of all ordered pairs ha; bi, i.e.,

A� B ¼ fha; bija 2 A; b 2 Bg

A relation R is then a subset of the Cartesian product,
R # A� B. A relation can be given (specified) either exten-
sionally or intensionally. An extensional specification of a
relation is given by explicitly listing all the tuples of the
relation. An intensional specification of a relation, R, is gi-
ven through a predicate, P. In that case R contains all those
tuples r for which the predicate P is true. It is formally writ-
ten as:

R ¼ fha; bijP ða; bÞg

Now the question is how we know for a given pair ha; bi
that the predicate P is true. This is where the power of
inference comes to bear. Predicates are the main compo-
nent of sentences, which in turn are part of logical theories.
Relations, on the other hand, are part of models, i.e., inter-

pretations of sentences. The process of inferencing, or rea-
soning, is carried out within a specific theory. A computer-
based reasoning process is purely syntactic, i.e., an infer-
ence engine manipulates ‘‘facts’’ that are stored as strings.
It matches ‘‘inference rules’’ to patterns in its current fact
base and ‘‘derives’’ new facts according to the inference
rule whose pattern has been matched. To make this possi-
ble, one must have:

1. A formal language in which all the facts used in the rea-
soning process are expressed, and

2. A formal specification of the reasoning process.

A formal language is given by a grammar and a notion of
interpretation. A grammar is given by a number of rules for
constructing compound sentences out of elementary sen-
tences. An interpretation is a function that maps all of the
elements of the formal language to a relational structure,
called a model. In particular, an interpretation maps each
predicate to a relation. A sentence is said to be true for an
interpretation if its corresponding relation holds in the
model. For a set of sentences A, a model of A is any such
relational structure for which every sentence in A holds.

The specification of the reasoning process is given by the
notion of entailment. A set of sentences A entails a sentence
s if and only if for every interpretation of A, whenever all
sentences of A are true, the sentence s is also true. In the
context of situation awareness we will use the term ‘‘entail-
ment’’ to indicate the process in which a sentence is deter-
mined to be entailed by some set of sentences.

In addition to reasoning about relations, situation
awareness involves the use of the concept of situation in
real life. While a situation can be defined as a set of rela-
tions with other objects, both the objects and the relations
change with both time and location. For instance, one is in
different situations when one is driving home and when one
is hiking in the mountains. To make use of situation aware-
ness, especially for decision making, one must be able to
recognize situations, assess their impact on one’s goals,
memorize situations, associate various properties with par-
ticular situations, and communicate descriptions of situa-
tions to others. This leads to two additional requirements
with respect to the representations of situations:

1. Situations can be classified by Situation Types, and
2. Situations can be treated as objects, like physical objects

or conceptual objects.

These requirements support the idea of modeling situa-
tions as typed objects within the object-oriented paradigm.

A number of philosophers and logicians introduced con-
cepts similar to that of a situation, including von Mises [30]
in 1949 and Bunge [31] in the 1970s. However, the earliest
formal notion of situation (although not situation aware-
ness) was introduced by Barwise and Perry as a means of
giving a more realistic formal semantics for speech acts
than what was then available [20–22]. In contrast with a
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‘‘world’’ which determines the value of every proposition, a
situation corresponds to the limited parts of reality that we
perceive, reason about, and live in. As Barwise explains
[22]:

One of the starting points for situation semantics was
the promotion of real situations from second class citi-
zens to first class citizens. By a situation, then, we mean
a part of reality that can be comprehended as a whole in
its own right – one that interacts with other things. By
interacting with other things we mean that they have
properties or relate to other things.

While Barwise’s situation semantics is only one of the
many alternative semantic frameworks currently available,
its basic themes have been incorporated into most of the
others.

3. Barwise’s situation semantics

We now present a formalization of Barwise’s situation
semantics in terms of an ontology, with some parts using
mathematics and rules. We call the resulting ontology the
Situation Theory Ontology (STO). Most of our interpreta-
tion of the meaning of situation semantics is based upon
Devlin’s book [23] and an unpublished paper [32]. Devlin
formalizes a number of concepts developed by Barwise
and Perry, subsequently extended by Devlin; we will refer
to these concepts as situation theory, or the situation-theo-

retic framework.
While we have attempted to be fully faithful to situation

theory, it is not possible to give a completely rigorous for-
malization. As Devlin explained, ‘‘Although described as a
‘theory,’ situation theory is more profitably approached as
a set of mathematically-based tools ...’’ Accordingly, our
mapping can only be a correspondence, not a formal
equivalence.

Barwise and Perry began with the assumption that ‘‘peo-
ple use language in limited parts of the world to talk about
(i.e., exchange information about) other limited parts of
the world. They call those limited parts of the world situa-

tions. Events and episodes are situations in time, scenes are
visually perceived situations, changes are sequences of situ-
ations, and facts are situations enriched (or polluted) by
language.’’ Devlin stresses that ‘‘the appearance of the
word parts in the above quotation is significant. Situations
are parts of the world and the information an agent has
about a given situation at any moment will be just a part

of all the information that is theoretically available. The
emphasis on partiality contrasts situation semantics from
what was regarded by many as its principal competitor as
a semantic theory, possible worlds semantics.

3.1. Basic notions and relationships

In situation theory, information about a situation is
expressed in terms of infons. Infons are written as

� R; a1; . . . ; an; 0=1�

where R is an n-place relation and a1, . . .,an are objects
appropriate for R. Since situation theory is multi-sorted,
the word ‘‘appropriate’’ means that the objects are of the
types appropriate for a given relation. The last item in an
infon is the polarity of the infon. Its value is either 1 (if
the objects stand in the relation R) or 0 (if the objects don’t
stand in the relation R). Devlin states that ‘‘infons are not
things that in themselves are true or false. Rather a partic-
ular item of information may be true or false about a situ-
ation.’’ Infons may be recursively combined to form
compound infons by using conjunction, disjunction and sit-
uation-bounded quantification. Devlin does not have a
term for infons that are not compound. We say that such
infons are elementary.

To capture the semantics of situations, situation theory
provides a relation between situations and infons. This
relationship is called the supports relationship which relates
a situation with the infons that ‘‘are made factual’’ by the
situation. Given an infon r and situation s the proposition

‘‘s supports r’’ is written as

s � r:

The relation between a situation (in the world) and a
representation of the situation (in a formal framework) is
relative to a specific agent. In situation theory, it is the
agent who establishes such a link. This link is defined by
connections that link entities in the world to formal con-
structs of the situation-theoretic framework. These connec-
tions are not part of the formal theory. Thus they cannot
be part of any formal theory such as a situation awareness
ontology. One refers to situations within a formal theory
by using abstract situations, although the qualifier
‘‘abstract’’ is usually dropped in most discussions of situa-
tion theory, and we will generally do so as well in the fol-
lowing discussion.

3.2. Supports vs. derives

Before we proceed further with our formalization of sit-
uation theory, we need to provide some clarification
regarding our formalization vs. Devlin’s. Since our formal-
ization makes use of OWL, whose semantics is specified in
the classical model-theoretic way, our formalization can be
claimed to resemble situation theory rather than faithfully
implement it. To clarify the relationship between the two
forms of semantics, we need to discuss the relation between
the notion of ‘‘supports’’ in situation theory and ‘‘models’’
in model theory. A possible confusion about these two
terms comes from the fact that both approaches use the
same symbol, �, to describe two different concepts.

In the classical model-theoretic semantics the symbol, �,
stands for ‘‘satisfies.’’ In other words, the meaning of this
symbol is that a given relational structure, called the model,
satisfies a set of sentences. A set of sentences A is said to
entail a set of sentences B if any model of A contains the
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model of B. A relation parallel to the entailment relation is
called derives, or logically implies. While entailment is
defined on both sentences and models, logical implication
is defined only on sentences (i.e., within theories). Deriva-
tion is defined in terms of inference rules. A set of sentences
A derives a set of sentences B, written as A ‘ B, if each sen-
tence in B can result in ‘‘true’’ by the application of the
inference rules and other sentences from A. The models

and the derives concepts are related, i.e., a derivation sys-
tem needs to be sound, meaning that only entailed sentences
can be derived. A desirable feature for a logical system is
completeness. For a complete system, all entailed sentences
can be derived. If a set of inference rules is both sound and
complete, then entailment and derivation coincide.

In situation theory, the symbol, �, stands for supports.
This is a softer requirement than ‘‘satisfies;’’ it admits some
incompleteness of the relational structure. Situations in the
world play the role of models (relational structures).
Infons, on the other hand, are sentences, i.e., they are part
of logical theories. Relations among infons can thus be
modeled using the ‘‘derives’’ relation. The model-theoretic
meaning for ‘‘derives’’ is provided by the ‘‘satisfies’’ rela-
tion in the usual model-theoretic sense.

Our interpretation of situation theory can be discussed
using Fig. 2. The figure shows an oval representing the
World and a rectangle representing an Agent. The Agent
is connected with the World; this fact is captured by the
arrows annotated with the label supports. The Agent repre-
sents information about the World in terms of infons. The
figure indicates that at a given time t1 and location l1 a sit-
uation s takes place in the World. This is captured by the
infon

� type;s;Situation;l1;t1 �

We used here the term ‘‘type’’ that in OWL has the mean-
ing of ‘‘instance of’’ and the term ‘‘Situation’’ to indicate
that this is a class of situations.

Since our Agent is a logical agent, it uses formal logic to
derive facts about situations. In this particular case, the
Agent derives that the relation r holds using logical infer-
ence. This fact is expressed by the entails relationship
between two infons – from the fact that an infon about sit-
uation s holds, another infon can be entailed, i.e., one that
captures the fact that in this situation, a relation r among

objects o1 and o2 holds. The formalization of entailment
is given by the standard model-theoretic semantics.

Therefore, in our framework, we capture the basic con-
cepts of situation theory, i.e., the ‘‘supports’’ relation, the
partiality of the knowledge of real situations (it is a feature
or imperfection of the Agent), the inference of facts from
situations, and the fact that particular facts hold in a
situation.

We next discuss the basic components of situation the-
ory. This will be followed by a discussion of the situation
theory ontology.

3.3. Objects and types

The basic elements of situation theory are objects (also
called uniformities) and types [23]. We start the presenta-
tion of our formalization of STO by showing the top-level
structure of STO. In particular, we first explain how objects

and types are interrelated within STO. In Fig. 3, we show
the pattern that is used throughout the construction of
STO. The main idea is that the ontology has two meta-lev-

els. The class TYP is the top-level class representing types.
It has a number of subclasses (subtypes) as described in
the next section. In Fig. 3, we show only one subtype,
IND. Instances of this class are classes. In this case, Indi-
vidual is the class that is an instance of IND. In the
figure, the relation of ‘‘instance of’’ is represented by an
arrow and a label, io. The class RelevantIndividual
is a subclass of Individual. The ‘‘subclass’’ relation is
represented by an arrow with a label, isa. In STO, each
kind of object has two associated classes – the type of
object class (analogous to IND) and a class that collects
instances of a given type (analogous to Individual).

For instance, consider the class called Dog. Instances of
this class are representations of particular dogs. The class
Dog is an instance of IND. We can also have subclasses
of Dog such as YellowLab which contains descriptions
of various dogs of this breed. The class YellowLab is
an instance of IND.

By virtue of the fact that the STO is expressed in OWL,
one can construct classes using the OWL class construc-
tors. These constructors are sufficient for the most common
forms of type construction in situation theory. When the

Fig. 2. Agent’s connection to the World.
Fig. 3. A fragment of STO showing two (meta)levels of representation:
IND (type); Individual and RelevantIndividual (objects).
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OWL class constructors are insufficient for constructing a
situation-theoretic type, one can use rules. Both the OWL
constructs and the rules have fully specified and com-
puter-interpretable semantics.

3.4. Basic types

Now we discuss all the types of objects of situation
semantics.

TYP – the class of types, as described in Section 3.3.
IND – the type of individuals. The corresponding class,

Individual, is an instance of IND. These are entities
perceived by an agent using its connections (as explained
earlier).

In situation theory individuals are usually denoted as a,

b, c, . . . In our ontology we provide a class called Indi-

vidual. So particular individuals a, b, c, . . . are instances
of this class. Examples of individuals are Rex (an instance
of the class Dog), and Fluffy (an instance of the class Cat).
In STO, these facts would be expressed in OWL. In math-
ematical notation, the facts about Rex and Fluffy would be
presented by the unary predicate expressions Dog (Rex)

and Cat (Fluffy)

RELn – the type of n-place relations. STO represents
these using the Relation class. In situation theory, the
first position of an infon specifies the relation of the infon.
STO has a property relation from ElementaryInfon

to Relation that serves the role of the first position of an
infon. Elementary infons must satisfy the constraint of
compatibility of arguments (see the discussion of parame-
ters below).

Relations, denoted as P,Q,R, . . . are described by their
names and the types of the objects allowed in particular
attribute places. An example of a relation is chases. An
example of a tuple of this relation is <Rex, Fluffy>. In
STO, the tuple would be represented using a binary predi-
cate, chases (Rex, Fluffy). The fact that this tuple is a
member of the chases relation would be represented as
relation (chases (Rex, Fluffy)) = chases.

ATTR – the type of attributes. Situation theory provides
types specifically devoted to capturing locations (LOC) and
time instants (TIM). In STO, these two types are subtypes
of ATTR. To capture instances of locations and time
instants, STO provides classes Location and Time,
respectively. For other attributes STO provides the class
Attribute, which is a superclass of both Location

and Time. OWL has a rich collection of time notions as
a result of its support for the XML Schema datatypes.

In situation theory, infons may include information
about locations and time of occurrence of a particular sit-
uation. For instance, the situation in which the dog, Rex, is
chasing the cat, Fluffy, can be expressed by the proposition

s �� chases;Rex;Fluffy;l1;t1; 1�

The location of the situation is l1 and the time is t1.
VAL – the type of values. Situation theory does not have

such a type. In situation awareness, however, one needs to

speak of such values as 5 m/s or 30 km. In order to be able
to model this kind of thing, STO provides the VAL type
and the Value class. We model the type POL – polarity
– of situation semantics as a subtype of VAL. Polarity rep-
resents the truth value of an infon; it can be either 0 or 1. In
STO, polarity is represented using the Boolean data type
of XML Schema.

DIM – the type of dimensions. This type captures
dimensions (information about the systems of units) in
terms of which particular values are expressed. Although
situation theory does not provide such a type, it is a very
important type for modeling various physical and other
phenomena. Instances of this type are elements of the class
Dimensionality. Examples of such instances are [m/s]
and [km].

SIT – the type of situations. This type corresponds to
the Situation class that has already been discussed.
The semantics of the Situation class is the same as in
Barwise, i.e., an abstract situation is the set of those infons
that are supported by the same concrete situation s.
According to situation theory, the word ‘‘the same’’ in this
sentence means ‘‘whatever the agent perceives as the
same.’’ In other words, the extent of this class is deferred
to the capabilities of the agent. In our approach, the con-
straints placed on the Situation class capture our under-
standing of the agent’s perceptual capabilities, i.e., they
capture what the agent perceives as ‘‘the same situation.’’
We provide an example of a situation later in the paper,
after we introduce the notions of ‘‘utterance situation,’’
‘‘focal situation’’ and ‘‘resource situation.’’

Situations in situation theory involve objects and rela-
tions among the objects. In order to model them, STO
has the relevantObject and relevantRelation

properties. We require that a situation must have at least
one relevant object and at least one relevant relation. These
kinds of constraint are expressed in STO as existential

restrictions on the Situation class.
PAR – the type of parameters. Situation theory uses

parameters as a mechanism for constructing types. Param-
eters are used in infons; they serve the same role as vari-
ables in rule-based systems and languages. Because STO
is expressed in OWL, it has a rich set of mechanisms for
class construction that does not rely on variables. As dis-
cussed above, these mechanisms are sufficient for most
class constructions. When these mechanisms are not ade-
quate, one can specify a class using rules. Rules use vari-
ables in much the same way that situation theory uses
parameters.

Situation theory provides the notion of restricted param-

eters to allow one to restrict the ranges of parameters used
in an infon. STO has properties par1Type, par2Type,
. . ., whose domain is Relation and the range is a
(restricted) type, that allow one to restrict the slots of a
relation to specified classes.

Parameters of situation theory are variables which can
be set to specific object values. The setting of one or more
parameters to specific objects is done by means of an
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anchor which maps the variables to the desired values. We
will say that an infon is anchored when all of its parameters
have been anchored to objects. STO uses the properties
anchor1, anchor2, . . ., whose domain is Elementa-

ryInfon and whose range is Object, to specify the
object values in the slots of an instance of Elementa-
ryInfon. The instances of ElementaryInfon that
can be part of a given relation will be restricted exactly
as in situation theory, i.e., the type of the value to which
a triple is anchored to must be exactly the same as the type
of the slot of the relation that the tuple is part of. We
require that both par<n>Type and anchor<n> proper-
ties be functional.

In situation theory the parameters representing individ-
uals, situations, location or time are denoted by _a; _s; _l; _t,
respectively. They can be of any type of object that is part
of situation theory. An example of a parameter could be
FourLeggedAnimal. In that case the relation chases

could be restricted to consider only four-legged animals
that chase each other. In STO, a class FourLeggedAni-
mal would be constructed as a subclass of Individual
and restricted to those instances of Individual for
which the property numberOfLegs has the value 4.

INF – the type of infons. In situation theory, this
includes both elementary and compound infons. We intro-
duce a class ElementaryInfon for elementary infons,
and we use OWL class constructors and rules to deal with
compound infons. For example, consider the general form
of an elementary infon:

� R; a1; . . . ; an; 0=1�

We can gain an understanding of what is possible to repre-
sent in STO by considering all possible fillers for particular
slots in the above representation of an infon.

The first slot, R, can be filled with a representation of a
relation. In STO, this is an instance of the class Relation.
Since STO is expressed in OWL, any OWL property can
also fill this slot. Such a property is always binary as an
OWL property, but in STO, it can have additional slots,
such as the time when the property holds for two individu-
als. We have already seen an OWL property, type, in this
role.

The slots a1, . . .,an can be filled with: individuals, rela-
tions, location (spatial and temporal), situations, and types
of all of the above. Compound infons can be expressed
using OWL expressions as well as rules. Examples of these
will be discussed later.

3.5. Reasoning within situation semantics theory

In situation theory, an agent reasons by applying know-
ledge that is expressed with constraints. Constraints link sit-
uation types. A constraint that situation type S1 is linked to
another situation type S0 is written as

S0 ) S1;

and one says that S0 involves S1. The meaning of such a
constraint is that whenever a situation s0 is an instance of
S0, there is a situation s1 that is an instance of S1. When
s1 is the same situation as s0, i.e., s1 = s0, Devlin refers to
the involvement as being reflexive. Constraints play the
role of laws of the world, e.g., physical laws. In the STO,
the reflexive constraints correspond to subclass relation-
ships among situation types. In other words, to express that
S0 reflexively involves S1 one specifies that S0 is a subclass

of S1. A subclass relationship is a special kind of rule which
specifies that if a situation belongs to one situation type,
then it also belongs to another one. Reasoning using such
rules is called subsumption, and it is the basis for descrip-
tion logic [33], which is the underlying logic for OWL.
While subclass relationships are a ‘‘built-in’’ feature of
OWL, there is no relationship in OWL corresponding to
non-reflexive involvement, although either kind of involve-
ment can be expressed using rules.

4. The situation theory ontology

Now we show how situation theory is formalized as an
ontology; we call it the Situation Theory Ontology (STO).
A graphical representation of STO is shown in Figs. 4
and 5. Since STO is a relatively complex ontology, in these
figures we show only some of the classes in partial views.

The ontology is visually represented using a Protégé plu-
gin called OntoVIZ. The boxes in this notation represent
classes. A class is interpreted as a set of instances that sat-
isfy all the constraints and restrictions associated with the
class. The rectangles show class names. Arrows represent
properties. Names of properties appear as labels on the
arrows. In OWL, properties are binary relations. The class
at the tail of an arrow is the domain of the relation and the
class at the head of the class is the range of the relation.
The complete ontology is available at http://vistol-
ogy.com/ont/2006/STO/STO.owl.
Situation is the central class. Instances of this class

are specific situations. This class is a direct counterpart of
the abstract situation concept in situation theory. The sec-
ond class is the Individual class, which is a counterpart
of the individuals in situation theory. Similarly, Relation
captures the n-ary relations. In order to provide a means
for inferring relations we introduce the class Rule.
Instances of this class capture axioms of the domain that
can be used for inferring whether a given relation holds
in a situation or not. Attribute is a generalization of
locations and time instants in situation theory. Instances
of this class are attributes of individuals and situations.
An attribute may have a dimension associated with it
(e.g. [m/s] or [m2]). For this purpose, we introduce the class
Dimensionality. We also introduce the class Polar-
ity. This class has only two instances that correspond to
the two possible values associated with a tuple, either that
a given tuple holds or that it does not hold. In situation
theory these polarity values are denoted as ‘1’ and ‘0’.
The fact that polarity is a special case of Value is specified
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in OWL using the subClassOf property. In the OntoVIZ
notation this is shown by the isa label.

Classes of STO are related through a number of OWL
properties. Situations are linked with four kinds of entities.
First, the property relevantIndividual captures the
individuals that participate in a situation. The property
relevantRelation is used to assert that a given kind
of relation is relevant to a given situation. Since situations
are objects, they can have attributes of their own. Attri-
butes of situations are captured by the hasAttribute

property. The domain of this property also includes Indi-
vidual. Attributes have dimensionality as well as
hasAttributeValue properties.

4.1. Subclasses of situation

Situation semantics is a study concerned with utter-
ances. In situation semantics, three kinds of situations are
distinguished: utterance situation, resource situation and
focal situation. Consequently, in our ontology, we provide
three subclasses of the class Situation: Utterance-
Situation, ResourceSituation and FocalSitua-

tion (see Fig. 5). These are provided primarily to show
that the STO is rich enough to express Barwise’s situation
theory. If ones primary concern is not with utterances, then
one can introduce other subclasses of Situation.

In situation theory, the meaning is acquired through the
speaker’s connections (links) to a situation. To be compat-
ible with Devlin, these links are captured in the STO by

means of the focalIndividual and focalRelation

properties.
The most important type of situation to Devlin is the

utterance situation. ‘‘This is the context in which the
utterance is made and received.’’ In situation theory, an
utterance is represented as an expression, U, in some lan-
guage, e.g., in natural language. In order to acquire the
meaning, this expression needs to be linked to a real situa-
tion, s, and represented as a (typically compound) infon.
The links between U, s and the infon are in the so called
speaker’s connections.

In our formalization of situation theory we interpret
utterances as queries which come from the user of a formal
situation awareness system. Queries thus partially provide
the ‘‘speaker’s connection’’. In our SAW Core Ontology
[4] we used to call this class Goal. It is like a perspective
that gives focus to what should be considered as relevant

for a specific situation.
In some cases, an utterance refers to another situation,

i.e., another situation is used in a support role. The kind
of situation that an utterance situation is referring to is
called a resource situation. It is a situation that is used as
a kind of background for reasoning with the current situa-
tion. And finally, a focal situation (or described situation) is
that part of the world that is relevant to a given utterance.
Because our emphasis is on understanding a situation
based on sensory data, the focal situation is the most
important type of situation. As Devlin explains, ‘‘Also
known as the described situation, the focal situation is that

Fig. 4. Main classes and properties of STO.

Fig. 5. Situation types (partial view).
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part of the world the utterance is about. Features of the
utterance situation serve to identify the focal situation.’’

We introduce two pairs of properties that are inverses of
each other (inverses are denoted by ‘M’) whose domain and
range is Situation:

• The properties focalSituation M utterance-

Situation are used to link instances of Utterance-
Situation with instances of FocalSituation.

• The properties resourceSituation M refer-

ringSituation are used to link instances of
UtteranceSituation with instances of Resource-
Situation.

Moreover, we introduce the relevantIndividual

property whose domain is Situation and range is
Individual along with its inverse inSituation. These
properties capture links between situations and individuals
that are part of the situation in one direction, and individ-
uals that are in a situation, respectively. focalIndivid-
ual is a subproperty of relevantIndividual.

In Fig. 5, we show the three situation types, and a par-
tial view of the properties of STO that are related to the
three situation types as well as to the notion of relevant

individual. An instance of UtteranceSituation is
required to have at least one focalIndividual (i.e., it
must have a value for property focalIndividual) and
at least one focalSituation. An instance of Focal-
Situation is required to be associated with an Utter-

anceSituation. A situation is qualified as a
ResourceSituation only if it is related to another sit-
uation by the referringSituation property.

We interpret Devlin’s discussion about focal situations
to be that focalIndividual is a subproperty of rele-

vantIndividual; in other words, all focal individuals of
a situation are also relevant. Our intentions go one step
further – in applications of the ontology based approach
to situation awareness we would like to be able to derive
all of the other individuals that are relevant to a situation.
This derivation is based on the knowledge of focal individ-
uals, as well as other knowledge that can be extracted either
from a query or from background knowledge.

5. Example

In this section, we present some examples of situations.
First, we present their descriptions in natural language. In
our discussion we will refer to Fig. 6, a World that gives
rise to a number of situations. This figure shows some
objects involved in these situations. One of these is that
the dog, Rex, is chasing the cat, Fluffy. Jim is the owner
of Fluffy and thus is involved in watching the chase due
to his concern about Fluffy’s well being, if chasing means
that Rex is threatening Fluffy, but not if Rex is just playing
with Fluffy. There are also two other objects, a mouse
(Mickey) and a flower (we call it Tulip1), which are not
involved in the chasing or watching situations but which
might be involved in some other situations. Nevertheless,
the chasing situation is of interest to Mickey, since it knows
that it is safe from the cat for as long as the cat is being
threatened by a dog. Now we list some of the situations
related to the World shown in Fig. 6 that are of interest
to us in this paper.

RexThreatenFluffy In this situation, Rex chases Fluffy.
Relevant relations include chases and threaten. Both
are binary relations. The first parameter represents the
chaser, or threatener, and the second the one being chased,
or the victim. Attributes of this situation may include the

Fig. 6. An example of a World.
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location of the situation and the time associated with the
occurrence of the chase. Objects may have attributes of
their own, like location or velocity. The situation may
include an attribute of ‘rate of approach’, i.e., the difference
between the velocities of the pursuer and the pursued.

RexPlayingWithFluffy This is similar to the previous sit-
uation except that playWith rather than threaten is
relevant. One can distinguish this situation from the previ-
ous only if one knows whether the chaser is friendly toward
the other animal.

JimWatching Jim, the owner of Fluffy, is involved in this
situation. He is a focal object of this situation and so is
Fluffy. The relevant relations include the watch relation
in which the watcher is the first argument and the object
being watched is the second. Rex is in this situation too,
although his belonging to this situation comes through
the fact that Jim is interested in the RexThreatenFluffy sit-
uation because Fluffy is involved in that situation. If
another dog were threatening Fluffy, that dog would be
in this situation. The RexThreatenFluffy situation plays
the role of a resource situation for the JimWatching
situation.

SafeFromCat From the point of view of Mickey (the
mouse), safety from a cat is one of the main concerns.
The relevant relation is safeFromCat with the first argu-
ment being the subject (in this case Mickey) and second
argument being the object (in this case Fluffy). The Rex-
ThreatenFluffy situation again plays the role of a resource
situation. Since Fluffy is preoccupied with the possibility of
being attacked, Mickey is safe from the cat.

6. Representation of situations in STO

In this section, we describe how the situations discussed
in Section 5 are captured in a formal language.

First, in order to distinguish general terminology for the
STO from the specific terminology of the examples, we
introduce two namespaces. The sto: prefix will be used
for distinguishing terminology in the STO namespace
(i.e., http://vistology.com/ont/2006/STO/STO.

owl). The rex: prefix will be used for terminology specific
to the examples (i.e., http://vistology.com/ont/

2006/STO/Rex.owl).
Second, we extend STO to accommodate the specifics of

the world and of the situations. Towards this aim, a num-
ber of classes and relations are introduced. The classes
include Person, Cat, Dog, Mouse, and Flower. These
classes are subclasses of Individual.

Third, we assert a number of facts about the world
(shown in Fig. 6) in terms of the extended ontology. In par-
ticular, we assert that Jim, Fluffy, Rex, Mickey, and
Tulip1 be instances of Person, Cat, Dog, Mouse, and
Flower, respectively. Each of these individuals have attri-
butes of Location. In our example Jim has location
L_Jim, Fluffy has location L_Fluffy and so on. Each
of the attributes has a dimensionality. All attributes of
type Location in our representation have dimensionality

[m] (for simplicity), and all velocity attributes have dimen-
sionality [mps]. Additionally, we introduce relations
watch, chases, and safeFromCat with arguments of
appropriate types. Using the usual mathematical notation,
the arguments of these relations are as in watch (Per-

son, Cat), chases(Dog,Cat), and safeFromCat

(Mouse, Cat). All these relations are defined as instances
of Relation.

Having done this, we can now discuss various situations
that can be considered in this world. Each of the situations
starts with an utterance situation. Since we are not going to
deal with natural language processing in this paper, and
moreover, some of the agents in this world don’t use natu-
ral language at all, we will focus on the utterance situations
rather than the utterances that give rise to them.

6.1. Representation of ‘RexThreatenFluffy’

In this situation, Rex and Fluffy are both moving at high
speed in the apartment. This is shown by the location and
velocity infons. It is also known that Rex is not friendly
toward Fluffy. These are called the observed infons because
they are determined by sensors or some other source of
information. They are also called asserted infons because
they must be explicitly given to the rule engine. The other
infons that are supported by the situation are derived from
the observed infons or from other derived infons. For
example, one can use the locations and velocities of Rex
and Fluffy to conclude that Rex is moving in the direction
of Fluffy. Similarly, one can infer that Rex is near Fluffy.
The fact that Rex is chasing Fluffy is derived from other
derived infons, and the fact that Rex is threatening Fluffy
is derived from both a derived infon and an observed infon.
Mathematically the last three infons just mentioned are the
relation tuples near(Rex,Fluffy), chases(Rex,

Fluffy) and threaten(Rex,Fluffy). The infons
mentioned above are written as follows in the notation of
situation theory:

RexThreatenFluffy��location;Rex;L Rex;1�
RexThreatenFluffy��velocity;Rex;V Rex;1�
RexThreatenFluffy��location;Fluffy;L Fluffy;1�
RexThreatenFluffy��velocity;Fluffy;V Fluffy;1�
RexThreatenFluffy��near;Rex;Fluffy;1�
RexThreatenFluffy��chases;Rex;Fluffy;1�
RexThreatenFluffy��isFriendlyToward;Rex;Fluffy;0�
RexThreatenFluffy��threaten;Rex;Fluffy;1�

To illustrate what these infons would look like when writ-
ten in the OWL Abstract Notation, we show the last two
infons as follows:

Individual(sto:RexThreatenFluffy
type(sto:ResourceSituation)
value(sto:supportedInfon Individual(_ type(sto:Ele-
mentaryInfon)
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value(sto:anchor1 rex:Rex) value(sto:relation
rex:isFriendlyToward)
value(sto:anchor2 rex:Fluffy) value(sto:polarity
sto:_0)))

value(sto:supportedInfon Individual(_ type(sto:Ele-
mentaryInfon)
value(sto:anchor1 rex:Rex) value(sto:relation
rex:threaten)
value(sto:anchor2 rex:Fluffy) value(sto:polarity
sto:_1))))

The main difference between situation theory notation
and OWL notation is that the implicit features in situation
theory notation are explicit in OWL notation. For exam-
ple, the double angle brackets in situation theory are
explicitly labeled with type(sto:ElementaryInfon)

in OWL notation. Similarly, the meaning of one of the slots
in situation theory notation is implicitly determined by its
position in the infon, while in OWL notation the purpose
of each slot is explicitly labeled, and the slots may appear
in any order. For example, the first slot of an infon in situ-
ation theory notation is the name of the relation, while
in the OWL notation it is explicitly labeled as in
value(sto:relation sto:threaten) and does not
have to occur first in the infon.

Yet another representation of these infons is shown in
Fig. 7 using OntoVIZ. Because infons have no explicit
labels, Protégé introduced labels for them (i.e., @_:A21
and @_:A26).

6.2. Representation of ‘RexPlayingWithFluffy’

The Playing situation is nearly the same as the Threaten
situation, except that Rex is friendly toward Fluffy, and
thus the inferences are different. Relevant derived infons
in the situation include that Rex is near Fluffy, Rex is chas-
ing Fluffy and Rex is playing with Fluffy. Mathematically
these three relations are near( Rex,Fluffy), chas-

es(Rex,Fluffy) and playingWith(Rex,Fluffy).
The infons for this situation are the same as the infons
for the RexThreatenFluffy situation except for these:

RexPlayingWithFluffy �
� isFriendlyToward;Rex;Fluffy; 1�
RexPlayingWithFluffy �
� playWith;Rex;Fluffy; 1�

6.3. Representation of ‘JimWatching’

In the JimWatching situation we presume that the
background resource situation is the RexThreaten-

Fluffy situation. Most of the infons in this situation
are derived from the background resource situation. The
additional infon for this situation is the following:

JimWatching � � inDanger;Fluffy; 1�
In other words, Jim concludes that his cat Fluffy is in
danger.

6.4. Representation of ‘SafeFromCat’

The SafeFromCat situation is similar to the JimWat-
ching situation, but it is from the point of view of Mickey
who comes to a different conclusion:

SafeFromCat � � safeFromCat;Mickey;

Fluffy; 1�

In other words, Mickey concludes that it is safe from the
cat.

7. Using formal representations

In this section, we discuss some of the possible uses of
formal representations of situations and advantages from
such an ontology-based approach.

7.1. Inferring facts about situations

One of the great advantages of having situations repre-
sented in a formal language is that facts that are not explic-
itly stated can be derived using an inference engine. In this
section, we consider how one derives facts within a single
situation, given that some other facts are known. Inference
in OWL includes a form of reasoning called subsumption

reasoning that it is based on subclass relationships. We
would like to express the rule that a dog that is chasing a
cat and that is also unfriendly with the cat is threatening
the cat. More specifically, we would like to state this rule
in the case of Rex. To express the rule using subsumption
one uses classes for each of the three parts of the rule.
Inference can be invoked when such classes are defined
and facts about instances of the classes are known. In this
particular case, it is assumed that the following classes are
already defined in the ontology:

Fig. 7. Two infons of the RexThreatenFluffy situation.
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1. RexUnfriendlyCat, the class of cats with which Rex
is unfriendly;

2. RexChasingCat, the class of cats that Rex is chasing;
and

3. RexThreatenCat, the class of cats that Rex is
threatening.

The three definitions are shown at http://vistol-
ogy.com/ont/2006/STO/Rex.owl.

As the definitions are similar to one another we explain
just the first one. To define this class, we first define another
class, called RexUnfriendlyInfon, consisting of the
elementary infons that express the fact, in the situation,
that Rex is unfriendly toward a cat. The class of such
infons is the intersection of five classes:

1. The class of elementary infons, ElementaryInfon.
2. The class of infons supported by the RexThreaten-

Fluffy situation. Mathematically, this is the set
fxjsupportedBySituationðx; RexThreaten-
FluffyÞg.

3. The class of infons for which the relation is isFriend-
lyToward, or fxjrelation (x, isFriendly-

Toward)}.
4. The class of infons for which the first slot of the
isFriendlyToward relation has value Rex, or
fxjanchor1ðx;RexÞg.

5. The class of infons for which the polarity is 0, or
fxjpolarityðx;0Þg.

In Situation Theory this class of infons is written:

RexThreatenFluffy � � isFriendlyToward;Rex; c; 0�

where c is a parameter that can have any cat as its value.
This is expressed in OWL by leaving the second slot of
the isFriendlyToward relation unconstrained in the
definition of the class RexUnfriendlyInfon.

The class RexUnfriendlyCat is defined as the inter-
section of two classes:

1. The class of cats, Cat.
2. The class of objects which are in the second slot (i.e.,
anchor2) of an infon in RexUnfriendlyInfon.
Mathematically, this is the set fxj9i 2 Rex-

UnfriendlyInfon s.t. anchor2(i) = x}. To express
this in OWL, one must use the relation anchor2in-

verse which is the inverse of anchor2, i.e., the
property for which the subject and object have
been reversed. In other words, one must express
the set mathematically as fxjanchor2inverseðxÞ\
RexUnfriendlyInfon–;g.

Once one has defined the three classes, one can represent
the rule by asserting that the third class is a subclass of the
intersection of the first two as shown in Fig. 8. In other
words, if a cat is both in RexUnfriendlyCat and in
RexChasingCat, then this cat is in RexThreatenCat.

In the RexThreatenFluffy situation, the infon

� isFriendlyToward;Rex;Fluffy; 0�
was asserted. This infon can be expressed mathematically
by stating that Fluffy 2 RexUnfriendlyCat. In
OWL/XML it is written as

hRexUnfriendlyCat rdf : about ¼ ‘‘#Fluffy’’=i

The infon

� chases;Rex;Fluffy; 1�

was derived by rules similar to the one explained here, the
result being that Fluffy 2 RexChasingCat. The sub-
sumption rule above then allows one to conclude that
Fluffy 2 RexThreatenCat. Stated in terms of Situa-
tion Theory, this is the infon:

� threaten;Rex;Fluffy; 1�
The advantage of the form of inference described in this

section is that it is situation-specific. Different situations
will not only have different infons, but also different infer-
ence rules. This can be very useful when customized situa-
tion-specific rules are needed. However, many rules apply
to more than one situation, and so it is useful to have a
mechanism for stating rules that have more general appli-
cability. This is the subject of Section 7.3.

7.2. Inference using rules

While the above example was accomplished completely
within the scope of OWL, there are many cases for which
OWL is not sufficiently expressive to capture all of the
desired concepts. In particular, it is not possible to con-
struct a complex property defined as the composition of
other properties. This limitation derives from OWL’s lack
of variables and the inability to define joins [34]. Consider
for example the notion of chasing. As discussed in Section
6.1, this can be inferred from the relations near and
inDirectionOf. The following simple Horn clause rule
expresses this inference for arbitrary objects:

If

near(X,Y) and inDirectionOf(X,Y)

Then

chases(X,Y)

This rule has two advantages over the rule in Fig. 8.
First, it is more general, applying to arbitrary dogs, not just

Fig. 8. Subsumption rule for threatening.
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Rex. Second, it is much more succinct. To give another
example of the power of rules, consider another way that
chasing might be inferred. If a species preys on another spe-
cies, one can infer that a particular animal of a predator
species will chase a particular animal of the prey species
if the former animal sees the latter animal. Using a Horn
clause this can be expressed as follows:

If

belongsToSpecies(X,S)

and belongsToSpecies(Y,T)

and preysOn(S,T) and sees(X,Y)

Then

chases(X,Y)

The two Horn clause rules above have been imple-
mented in a rule language supported by the BaseVISor
inference engine [35]. BaseVISor is optimized for the pro-
cessing of RDF/OWL triples and implements the semantics
for RDF/RDFS and a subset of OWL called R-Entailment

[36]. When the chase rule is submitted to BaseVISor along
with the facts from the RexChasesFluffy situation and
the additional fact that Rex ‘‘sees’’ Fluffy, the fact that Rex
chases Fluffy is automatically derived and added to the col-
lection of facts about the situation. In addition to deriving
this fact, BaseVISor also infers other facts about the situa-
tion using the RDF/OWL semantics defined by the
R-Entailment axioms; one such inferred fact is that the sit-
uation is an instance of the class RexChasesFluffy-

Situation discussed in the next section.

7.3. Inferring situation types

One of the important types of inference about situations
is the classification of a given situation to a situation type.
This form of class definition differs from that in Section 7.1
in that it classifies situations where some behavior has
occurred, rather than classifies objects within a situation.

Consider, for example, the notion of chasing. In any sit-
uation, a dog is chasing a cat if the dog is near the cat and
moving in the direction of the cat. We would like to express
this as a subsumption rule. As we are specifically interested

in Rex and Fluffy, we will express the rule in terms of them.
Mathematically, this rule can be expressed as a subset rela-
tion between classes of situations:

S1 \ S2 # S3

where

S1 ¼ fsjs � � near;Rex;Fluffy; 1�g
S2 ¼ fsjs � � inDirectionOf;Rex;Fluffy; 1�g
S3 ¼ fsjs � � chases;Rex;Fluffy; 1�g

In situation theory this relationship between the situa-
tion types would actually be written S1 \ S2 ) S3, and
the relationship between the situation types is referred to
as reflexive involvement as discussed in Section 3.5. In
the STO, the situation types are shown in http://vis-

tology.com/ont/2006/STO/Rex.owl, where they
are called RexNearFluffySituation, RexInDi-

rectionOfFluffySituation, and RexChases-

FluffySituation, respectively. Fig. 9 shows how the
rule is written in OWL/XML.

7.4. Querying formal representations

After one has expressed all of the rules that apply in gen-
eral for any situation and also the ones that apply for either
just the particular situation or a type of situation, one can
ask questions about the situation by using queries. The dif-
ference between queries to a database and queries to an
OWL knowledge base is that the answer to a knowledge
base query may include facts that are inferred as well as
facts that have been explicitly asserted. We now give some
examples of queries that may be used in the situations we
have described above. We use the SparQL language [37]
to express these queries.

Consider first how Jim would determine whether Fluffy
is being threatened by Rex. The query for this is:

BASE <http://example.org/jwf/>
PREFIX sto: <http://vistology.com/onto/
STO/>
ASK

Fig. 9. Subsumption rule for chasing situations.
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FROM NAMED <http://example.org/jwf/>
WHERE {GRAPH <http://example.org/jwf/>

{?infon sto:relation <threaten>;
sto:anchor1 hRexi;
sto:anchor2 <Fluffy>;
sto:polarity sto:_1 .

}
}

The BASE is the URI for the unqualified terms in the
query. These are the ones in the specific situation to be que-
ried. The PREFIX is the prefix for terms in the STO. The
FROM NAMED clause specifies the source for the data to
be queried; namely, the facts in the situation. In this case,
only one situation is being considered, but queries can
involve several situations at the same time. The WHERE

clause specifies a graph pattern that is matched against
the knowledge base. ASK signifies that the result of the
query is only whether there is at least one match, not what
the matches might be.

Similarly, Mickey can query whether it is safe from the
cat. A somewhat more complicated query is a request for
all solutions to the pattern rather than just whether there
is a solution. For example, Jim might ask which animals
are chasing each other in the following query:

BASE <http://example.org/jwf/>
PREFIX sto: <http://vistology.com/onto/
STO/>
SELECT ?dog ?cat

FROM NAMED <http://example.org/jwf/>
WHERE {GRAPH <http://example.org/jwf/>

{?infon sto:relation <chases>;

sto:anchor1 ?dog;

sto:anchor2 ?cat;

sto:polarity sto:_1.

}
}

7.5. Communicating situations

Once a situation is captured in a formal language, it can
be communicated to another agent and the receiving agent
will interpret the situation in exactly the same way as the
sending agent. In the JimWatching situation, Jim must
be able to distinguish whether Rex is threatening or play-
ing. If he has been told by the neighbor who owns Rex that
Rex is friendly toward Fluffy, then Jim would not infer that
Fluffy is in danger. This information could be conveyed to
Jim as the infon:

JimWatching�
�isFriendlyToward;Rex;Fluffy;1�

In STO this could be expressed as follows as discussed in
Section 7.1:

<RexFriendlyCat rdf:about="#Fluffy"/>

provided the definition of RexFriendlyCat is available
in the JimWatching situation.

Alternatively, and more in the spirit of situation theory,
the information could be conveyed using situation types.
Namely, there was a situation in which Rex and Fluffy were
previously observed to be playing, with no harm to either.
From this one can infer that Rex is friendly toward Fluffy.

This may seem to be a lot of information to exchange,
but if the two agents have already exchanged information
about the situation and some new piece of relevant infor-
mation about the situation becomes available to one of
the agents, the agent can send only this new piece to the
other agent with a reference to the resource representing
the situation. For example, Jim could communicate with
his neighbor about the current situation, and the neighbor
would add useful information which would enable Jim to
determine whether Fluffy is being threatened. For such a
communication to be useful, Jim and his neighbor must
share a common understanding about dogs, cats, and their
behavior toward one another, in general, as well as about
Rex and Fluffy in particular.

8. Conclusions and further research

The main contribution of this paper is to provide a com-
puter-processable semantics for situation theory which is
compatible both with the situation theory of Barwise and
with Endsley’s model of human situation awareness. To
achieve this we expressed situation theory as a formal
ontology in OWL. The advantage of an ontology based
approach to situation awareness is that once facts about
the world are stated in terms of the ontology, other facts
can be inferred using an inference engine. This is particu-
larly important for situation awareness since it heavily
relies on the knowledge of relations. Because there are so
many possible relations, it is impractical to expect that pro-
cedures could be written for all potential relations.

In this paper we introduced a formalization of the basic
components of a situation awareness ontology (STO). In
particular, we formalized all the basic types, classes and
relations of situation theory. We have also introduced a
number of new types, classes and relations. It is our hope
that the STO will be used as a starting point for the infor-
mation fusion community to achieve consensus on an
ontology for situation awareness. We hope that STO can
play the role of a basis for a unifying theory of com-
puter-based situation awareness.

In the future we plan to give more examples of the use of
the STO in practice. We are also developing tools that can
make it easier for an end user to use situation theory.
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However, the most important task is to develop a compre-
hensive situation awareness ontology through a commu-
nity-wide effort so that the developed ontology can
become a de facto standard ontology.
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